
Its a lot of fun playing though it could be so much more fun with just more abileties to be your own individual like noone else with more combinations of Avatar options+ cloths more customable 
assets

Yeah, I would like more clothes for women. But game stability is #1.

Getting worse... no updates on poses, no customizable things like clothings and so on, more the server is not stable... getting worse everyday... not going to renew my 4 accounts. If something 
changes in a better way i will keep one of them.. if not... i think i will change to some different platform

Dev team need to get off their butts .. Lets see some new stuff .. such as give us opt for soft / hard cock .. new clothes .. new poses // new stuff for world editor

also links to Lovense and other Teledildonics devices - Access to 3DXChat forum - open it up more to comments

For bug i mean every day in room customization invisible part(many time this) , color o patter of clothes auto change.
 Disconnection this week one day 3/4 time disconnected to server

Bin im großen und ganzen recht zufrieden. Das lästige raus fliegen müsste aufhören und Bugs, wie z. B. Leute nackt und ohne Haare sehen sollten behoben werden

I would like to have more BDSM stuff - and i am not alone with this issue!

Love your game! <3

Update frequency shows the lack of developers interest. Also the forums are shit fest

I don't think that attempting to add features and options and fixing bugs needs to be a mutually exclusive question.

The game is great. Easy to get addicted. But I'm really miss the monhly few feautres/updates, so I 'm only give 4 :-)

Gallery pics bugg Editor buggs with scale water under 0,3Scale flackering room Partner buggs and u can not moving we need more Bug Fixes is more important as new features for game!

The bugs are minor and the disconnects are few. The developers should focus on bug fixes and stability of the game to keep the enjoyment of the product high but yet they still need to create 
new features for the game to keep it fresh but don't need to add a lot each time.

A so good game only need to fix the lagg when so many go in a room
 or use so many element to fix a new object as example a coffee mashine....
 and the crash of game so so many times in a day please is ok crash one bt 6-7 over 20 some days is so...
 Ty for the oportunity to say our opinion.

-the possibility of changing the sex size for transgender would be really huge plus for this community.
 -movement options for objects or assemblies would also be a marvel in build
 
 thanks

I love 3DX chat. One thing I would really want. Editable food and drinks for people who like to go on dates. and more fun date options like bowling, movies or picnics.

It is a very great game congratulation

Stability is improving. New features like non sexual poses or games might be a good thing to consider.

Even though people love to complain, I think the SGD team does a fantastic job. Of course it's not yet perfect and the progress could be faster, but it's undeniably the best in class regarding 
concept and quality. 
 
 PS: Nice idea! I appreciate the effort and hope it's not a waste of your time.

translate in chat feature would be very handy.......more hats with colour options
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if the game is getting less creativity that "that server you know", what could we expect?

I love the game, it has so much potential. I'm glad to see you are taking feedback from users and are interested in making this a better experience for us!

Allow Role Swap in 3some poses.
 Creat an option (agreed by both) to avoid pose change confirmation.

Clothing is the absolute top thing i think we need more of like wtf is with 6 styles of basically the same skirt/top when we could have so many more variations and make all items have the color 
selector and why have cum on feet when you don't even have cum on ass and up the back
 
 the full monthly price of the game is a ripoff and i even thought at 50% it was too expensive but add more things and i will happily pay the full price

I would give it a 5 but recently game had so many bad people and quality of fun went down. We aint having good community these days so I've got to give it a 3

This game has so much potential, but needs some content boost and regular updates, 1or 2 updates per month would be perfect.
 
 As a veteran 5 years old player, I was fascinated by how an adult oriented game actually turned into more of social community for meeting, dating and have parties with friends. With the due 
care and support this game has the potential to become a competitor to games like Second Life.

It's definitely the best option out there, but there's not a lot of options. I think it's good, overall, just a bit slow on adding new stuff.

I love to make room on 3dxchat but think the world editor could be improved somewhat as what I struggle with the most is making a beach I carnt do it and tried so many times maybe a option 
Option of a standard beach could be included .also the clothes we have are boring me sick of the same ones all the time a shop to spend our gold in would be great so not looking the same as 
everyone.bugs and DC seem to not be as bad now so maybe time to update other things.i have taken time away a couple of times but always come back as the graphics poses etc are the best I've 
seen anywhere and I have made lots of great friends thanks to this game thanks for all the great work that you both do lisa and gizmo :)

adding clothes i think have priority is a lot o f time u don't add clothes

I think there are bugs, every game has bugs. Though they aren't soooo present at least in my case. What we need the most is new content being added on a regular basis.



welcome everybody
 Please add the Arabic language to the new version
 There are a lot of Arab friends here and we all suffer from 3DXCHAT not being supported
 Arabic language, which makes everyone bothered by this thing
 We all pay our extra money here for fun in our time
 But sadness hangs over us because the Arabic language does not support his book and reading in the 3DXCHAT game
 So please support the Arabic language and add it to the next versions
 There are many Arab friends who would like to join 3DXCHAT
 But upon hearing that the Arabic language does not allow everyone to move away from the idea of joining
 While many of my Arab friends who are here have left the game too because of the lack of Arabic language and its support
 I hope my message reaches you this and the Arabic language is written and readers in 3DXCHAT game
 
  
 
 https://3dxforum.com/uploads/monthly_2020_06/2020-06-04_124741.png.10ee6108a416d4f2e9e90a30cbd63aff.png
 
 This is a picture of how the Arabic language will exit in 3DXCHAT game
 The form is wrong where the letters are not related to each other

( عیمجالب ابحرم ) 
 
 The correct form of the Arabic language is the interconnection of letters together

( مرحبا بالجمیع ) 
 
 This mistake was corrected by using some writing correction software to get it right
 Writing should be on the right, not on the left
 
 Please solve this problem that everyone suffers from since the first release of the game
 
 Greetings, everyone

Better tutorials for new users. In particular on how to move and how to access the various menus. It was very frustrating to meet a potential partner only to have it blow up in my face because I 
was unable to sit or access the menus. I ended up just practicing in my own world, but it took longer than it should have. Anyway, besides that, 3DX Chat is rather addicting.

*developers should focus on: Both to be honest

The game just needs more updates without such a big time between them. Sometimes little but often is better than large and uncommon.

It’s just a little boring. There should be a way to customize or make clothing for ourselves also to customize poses. Maybe a better editor where we can bring our own mesh or designs into the 
game. Nothing to do but have sex and dance that gets old without nothing else to do. Make more customizable options to create content for people that role play. That’s the only fun thing that’s 
creative in the game that makes it worth the money.



No bdsm. Honestly been waiting ages.
 
 Main bdsm things people want are:
 Clothing:
 Gags/blindfolds/buttplugs/latex masks/chastity belts/armbinder/nipple piercings.
 Interactions:
 The ability to tie another players hands, and put them on a leash by their collar.
 Poses: 
 Boot licking, many normal poses but tied.
 New movement animations:
 Crawling.
  
 Please add these, and I will play your game forever.

Over all the game is great. It's a fun place to go and have some fun with strangers online, but it feels like there is a lack of customization options. Would love to see like earrings and more sexy 
outfits for roleplay to be added, like a nurse outfit, as well as some more lingerie. Also more sex poses, we still got a good many poses we would love to see.

This game has a history of going through long content droughts and it feels like we are enetering another one. I am not sure I am willing to sit through another 6 months to a year without seeing 
any advancement for my money. And everytime there is an update gap, that is what I fear is happeneing.

This is a adult themed and social game, but lately it seems more focus has been developing the social aspect.

3DXchat offers a very solid experience compared to the competition but as a result it has been stagnating. One of its competitors has released a pose editor, which might draw players back into 
that game. I also think the pose system (sex scenes and dances) needs an overhaul, as it is pretty lackluster in its current state.

Game is amazing and would love to have more options or Fantasy like Tails, ears, wings, etc...

Overally I love 3dx, I'm here daily with friends. The stability is a bit shaky but overall its far better than other sites of this type. I would love to see more options all around for everyone as well as 
the stability fixed.

maybe add the possibility to use the other avatar we could have for a 3some, if you are playing with a real person and you are in a private room. you could have the possibility to bring another 
avatar for fun.
 and maybe have the possibility to swap role like when 2 girls have fun and you swap them

Please add tails and more relax/ teasing poses

although the game is buggy it's still very good, and as long as game servers are stable, I'd be very much in favour of adding more cloths and customisation options, especially for the under 
appreciate guys. 
 and of course more sex poses or fuckable surfaces options, like the new and really appreciated table ones

love the game, just need more stability

I think you all should work on fixing the bugs and stability of game first then work on adding more hair, clothes and dances that are more masculine for men, new sex poses or a few fun mini 
games would be awesome too, I know a lot of people are still wondering if you are going to do the tail thing

A lot of the poses get very repetitive, so a pose editor would be a very good feature to include for more variety.

The Game is more stable now after the whole server debacle. However the new content is still very, maybe even slower than before. It'd be good to put more focus on that, or work with the 
community. There are many talented people who love the game and would put in their designs, clothes maybe even poses for all of us. A Thing to consider :)

I would like the dev's to be more open and talkative, and base future work more on user input.



You have to improve in the mistakes of the game and in the customizations of the avi such as clothes, face and fitness. In addition you have to give more choice of poses in the 3 some. And try to 
at least do an update every 10 days because people want to know that you haven't forgotten about them :).

Honestly by now you guys started to update so much, that paying 25 bucks monthly for what you get in terms of quality and quantity right now is just really damn nice!

more update, more content, world of warcraft with 9,99 at month do more than you

I do get bugs but nothing game breaking. It’s an excellent game would just like more communication about what’s happening and what’s coming and when etc

Please please pleeeaassseeee just fix things for now, focus on new stuff after. We love getting new things, don't get me wrong, but we need a stable game to use the new things on. We all love 
the game, or we wouldn't be doing a survey and we definitely wouldn't be paying for it still.

anyone that reads the forum knows that there are REALLY GOOD developers willing and capable of generating 3DXChat content. MAKE IT HAPPEN!!!

For me the game needs more sex and clothing. Since it would be easier to RP in Text when there more of them and better outfits.

Other than the things mentioned above you are doing a great job.

the game are very good except to many server issues or shut down, and the lag after the room reach 100 persons and more

I find that clothes and logical things are missing. You put us on beaches, but you don't put us on sandals, or more beach clothes, (Male / Female). For example. Which is ridiculous, in the ten years 
that the platform has been in existence. You put the option of marriage, but no clothing (Smoking/bridal gown) suitable for the occasion. A wider choice of everyday clothes would be nice. 
 You don't need women to be exclusively dressed in slutty clothes. Remember those beautifully shaped women with sexy clothes that rub up against cars at car shows? Well it's the same in 
3DXChat... Sometimes it looks like it's the whore's living room... It's not necessary and it's degrading for women. 
 No more objects of everyday life, or daily life, in order to lighten the construction work. (Vehicles, household furniture, etc.).
 To be able to kiss your partner, without going through a slow dance. This is stupid. I say good night to my girlfriend by kissing her on the cheek... It makes a lot of sense. (Ironic.), 
 To be able to shake hands too or do a high five. Prevent people from hugging or kissing you without your consent. Put the accept or refuse option on these actions please!
 Couple dances. More romantic couple poses.

I want to create an account at the forum but I receive a message the forum is not open for new registers.
 It looks like the following:
 
 Sorry, there is a problem
 Registration is currently disabled
 Error code: 2S129/5
 
 please help

Game is great just needs more clothing especially for men

Love the game, would love to see more in-depth customization. Another suggestion I had that I didn’t see on this poll is a sort of sub-menu for the poses. Akin to how achat and chathouse allow 
you to have different variations of the same pose. Love the game keep it up guys. <3

I would have put 4 and a half but it's not possible :) 
 the game is good on the whole even if I find that there are a few points to rectify

If I had to say one thing about this game is that a lot of people complains about it everyday and I'm part of thoses people, but the only reason I'm complaining is because I love this game so much 
and I just want it to become more and more enjoyable to play. I've been here since 1 year and I keep having fun, the only things that I would want is a list of things that you're working on beside 
making sure the servers are stable. (Written by a French person)

Game runs fine aside from optimisation and network issues. Could use a little more variety in clothing options for men and women. As well as a more streamlined world builder. Also please add 
male stripper pole animations the lads can work a pole too.

That overall rating is graded on a curve. When comparing to other sex games it's great. Compared to non sex titles it would be closer to a 2.



For the base price, the game is severely lacking the core features of any erotic game.

I really want 3dx to be successful. As a builder I am always looking for improvements to the editor, mainly the ability to mirror transforms, ability to make prefabs, set pivot points, toggle collision 
per object, toggle cast shadow per object, a reflection slider, and having the option to show streaming video on an object. Would also like to have character cosmetic items, hair, and clothing 
available in-game, and automatic sweat and wetness.

One thing I'd really like to see in 3DX is color changes to your friends names so that you can see them in large crowds, instead of having to fly cam up high and try to find them through all the 
other names in the room. Maybe have your friends names in green, and non friends stay white, instead of all white.

I really love it tbh more options character wise and poses would be nice, nipple play for example or kissing while having sex too are key things missing

I give a 2 cause there is a lot of space to grow. 
 
 Just give option to use animations in single units instead of packs( bed, sofa etc)
 Clothes customization it’s a tricky one . Maybe maybe players can build it with similar existing models and upload own textures or edit the ones above.

I did not put more than 3, because there is one point which is really annoying on 3dx and which favors bad atmospheres, it is the use of Alts in large quantities. There are bad people who abuse it 
to hurt people. The alts should be displayed on the profiles of people, this would not prevent the worst people from playing with several accounts (there are some) but it will bring a little more 
transparency and would improve the atmosphere on the game .

Solo sex poses for avis will bring more possibilities in game.With them will be possible create so many new situations for sex and rp in game. With markers inside poses will be fixed problem 
where player in open shared room cant know which pose to use( if creator of pose created only 1-2 of poses inside situation and didnt wrote with letters near pose, which poses can be used 
inside).With looper inside pose will be possible to repeat only one part of action inside pose,and give dynamic inside play....for example,some poses have inside slower and faster part ...if player 
can issolate only faster part and put him on loop option...then,with using of speed option will be more dynamic inside play..and yes,pose editor in game,wow..that will bring new dimension,thats 
for sure. Now,3dx is the best game,and with some changes inside,will be super the best ????????????????????have nice day

Its been a while since I’ve seen new content revealed. I’m curious what the team is working on?

I’ve been a member now for just over a year and it’s becoming very frustrating. We spend £10 a month (my other half also has an account too, another £10 per month) on a game that is barely 
updated with no roadmaps etc. The community is desperate for transparency but the devs just won’t give it to us. The game could thrive if it was more open and allowed more user submitted 
content and if they listened to suggestions or took on more devs.

It's hard to make such an game, players want new content and bug fixes at the same time but x.x 
 Good luck and do more great work :)

It's the best thing around, but not by a very large margin. Without expanded and completed development, something better will come along and 3DX will fall way behind. There are a lot of 
features that are implemented, but never really completed.
 
 Overall server stability greatly improved since the month-long outage last year.

It's been over 3 months since a content update. The game should focus around being an adult game, NOT being a game for people that want to build rooms... no new content means all people do 
is build and go inactive...

games is still very good after 5 years. needs some inspiration from Koikatsu! The illusion soft game when it comes to animations like when cumming the male will either thrust deep. And creampie 
should be messy dripping from the females pussy. Make own clothes would be cool too but thats asking alot

I will never give a 5 for my rating as I always think a game should be looking to evolve and get better. That being said I think 3DX is the best out there by far. I do think guys need more clothes as 
I'm always wearing the same thing. The selection is awful to be honest. I want more passion filled poses for those moments with my wife rather then having her twisted and contorted like a cheap 
whore in a porn movie.

Love the game, but I think there is a bit more stability and ability to make our experiences more unique.

Overall, I love the game. Keep up the good work with more improvements!



New features are always nice, but stability should be the higher priority so player immersion is maintained for a more enjoyable experience.

Development is really slow and it clearly makes money.

Transitions between poses would be great. Hard to implement, I know.

I mostly play to hang with friends would be nice if game had something to keep people interested and think clothing,avatar customization and poses would add a personal touch

Game is boring lately. need more poses, more clothes and more customization for body and face. mini games or some different activity would be nice too such as Miss 3dx, Mr.3dx, Fashion show, 
Beauty contest. many of this things could be done by players, dev just need to promote it. 
 but will lazy ass Dev will listen ?

There are bugs but they usually get fixed quite quickly so whilst they are annoying I think they should concentrate more on new poses (maybe making it easier to differentiate between MF, MM & 
FF poses) I would love to see more poses especially same sex and I would love to see more clothes and hair especially more control of individualising the clothes and if at all possible being able to 
make my avi shorter than male avis

Hello! I enjoyed 3DX a lot! However I think moving in the scene with point-click is difficult in cases. I wish the game supports using WASD to move!

The game is nice but the clothes aren't that many and the sex poses also aren't that many, everything looks pretty but it's the same thing every day, making me take long breaks from the game.

need more dj's to dj in public rooms like sins and nc club. no one does it anymore

so long time it give the cnuddel bug and in dances that when cnudle the avas bug inseide the ather please fix that !!!

The game is great it has some minor bugs but overall it's fine I would give it 8/10. I would add more clothing options, different voices and more activities to do.

Score is more of a good 3.5; 3DX stays one of the best graphics/aestetic wise, but customization could be expanded. 
 But by far the biggest issue is stability: had a relationship ingame (may 2020) that ended because of gamecrashes and stability issues, and the dev should prioritizes fixing thise issues and upgrade 
servers/game to support bigger numbers of players

Would really love to have more mini games inside 3dx to make the virtual world more realistic, only dancing is a bit restricted. 
 
 Plus, an open world like the default rooms but huge in size where we can meet and talk to other players would be nice too.

if you cant create / add content to the game as often as we expect you to do , then give us the tools to do it . people have ideas and skills , theres a whole lot missing to this game to make it real 
good and permanently get us rid of the occasional thoughts of leaving it .

It's a really cool game gith a lot potential but needs a little more of work and care.

This game has evolved from a good looking game to an amazing sexual community gathering, great job.

Why not make it so all can use all the poses, women can use men's, face it there are alot of futas out there why can't they use men poses? Only makes since, right

3dxchat is still the best and it's graphical quality is overwelming. And because of the mostly very nice people i think i will stay for a long time.

would be 5 stars when i could log in always and not need to try 5 to 10 times and always being refused connections until it suddenly works.

More character customisation options and poses would be appreciated


